
PLAN, ORGANIZE, AND OPTIMIZE YOUR TECHNOLOGY

IT Strategy Solution

EXPERTISE

We draw upon a large pool of industry 
leaders, former CIOs, and consultants 
from all disciplines who:

 ► Average more than 24 years of 
experience in healthcare and 
healthcare IT

 ► Have provided strategic  
planning assistance to over 70 
clients, including some of the 
largest, most prestigious  
healthcare organizations in the  
U.S. and Canada

 ► Provide expertise and  
actionable recommendations 
proven in the market

This breadth of experience  
allows us to quickly assess your 
organization’s IT strategy and its ability 
to support financial, operational, 
clinical, and technical planning.

Strategic planning is critical in providing a foundation for governance, 
management, and execution of IT initiatives. Without this alignment of IT 
and strategic vision, projects stall, budgets are at risk, and employee morale 
suffers. Comprehensive IT strategic planning is essential to avoid project 
failure and rework through the explicit design of systems that further the 
provision of quality care to effectively compete in your market. Our depth of 
experience and proven methods can help make you successful.

OUR STRATEGIC APPROACH

Our IT Strategy and Business Planning solution provides many benefits for 
your organization, including:

 ► A process that aligns the organization’s vision to achieve organizational 
strategic, operational, and financial goals

 ► An evaluation and optimization of impacts of technology on 
organizational culture, collaboration, and work life

 ► Development of IT departmental organizational structures based upon 
national leading practices

 ► Development of long-term strategies to rationalize IT investments to 
achieve return on investment and meet the changing requirements for 
care delivery

https://health.leidos.com
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SERVICE OFFERINGS

We provide comprehensive services 
tailored to your needs including:

IT Strategy
 ► Align IT and organizational vision
 ► IT governance
 ► Organizational structure
 ► IT strategic investment roadmap 

Vendor Selection
 ► Selecting the right vendor to 
achieve strategy

 ► Vendor-neutral selection process
 ► Objective financial analysis

Total Cost of Ownership and IT 
Resource Planning

 ► Benchmarking
 ► Project portfolio management
 ► Project sequencing and resource 
plans

 ► Integrated planning tools

Population Health Management 
Strategy

 ► ACO and pay for performance 
strategy

 ► Technology planning for 
population health

 ► Risk-based strategies

Interim CIO and IT Leadership
 ► Experienced interim leadership

Our team defines a project 
roadmap which includes an 
implementation plan for new 
software applications. We help to 
ensure a smooth transition from a 
project/engagement environment 
to a sustainable model supported 
by your staff.

 ► The alignment of IT and organizational strategy to create an ideal  
future state

 ► The identification of gaps between the current and ideal future state

 ► The development of road maps to eliminate gaps

 ► The foundation to meet the future challenges of healthcare reform

 ► The total cost of ownership of IT investments and the identification of 
potential return on investment
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IT STRUCTURES
►  National Standards
►  Best Practice

TECHNOLOGY
►  Evaluate
►  Optimize

LEVERAGE
►  Investment/TCO
►  Market Share
►  Data/Reporting

ALIGN
► Vision
► Goals
► Strategy
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“ Leidos Health brought an experienced, seasoned team 
to our engagement, and delivered a comprehensive, 
highly valued report to our IT Governance Group 
on time, and within budget, that met all of our 
engagement objectives, and then some.”

— GREGG T. MARTIN, V.P., Chief Information Officer 
Arnot Health
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